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POLICY  STUDIES:  `SPECIAL  RESEARCH  CENTRE'

Monash's Centre Of  Policy Studies  is one of 10  Commonwealth Special F`esearch Centres announced  late last
week by the Federal Education Minister,  Mr Fife.

The  Centre of Policy Studies was established late in
1979 under the directorship of Professor Michael Porter
and has quickly built its reputation as a major centre for
the  study  of  key  economic,  social  and  political  issues
facing Australia.

It will attract $1.2m. for the 1982-84 triennium under
the    "centres    of   excellence"    scheme    now    known
officially   as   the   Program   for   the   Promotion   of
Excellence in Research.

In   all,   funding   of   S16m.   is   being   provided   this
triennium    for    the    10    Centres    which    have   been
designated  in  seven  universities.  The  Government  has
said  that  the  Centres  will  be  supported  for  up  to  six
years in the first instance.

The  Vice-Chancellor,   Professor   Ray  Martin,   said
today that he was delighted by the success of Professor
Porter' s application.

"It  is  a great  achievement  especially  in  light of the

intense   competition   for   Special   Research   Centres,"
Professor  Martin  said.  (The  committee  established by
the  Government  to  make  recommendations  on  such
Centres considered some 327 proposals.)

He continued:  "Professor Porter's success is a clear
demonstration  of  the  high  quality  of  research  being
carried out by staff at Monash.

"The University as a whole can feel proud that it is

sharing   in   this   particular   recognition   of   research
excellence. The committee's definition of this quality is:
`originality    and    creativity    of    the    highest    order

accompanied  by  a  persistence   and  commitment  -
indeed  frequently a dedication -  necessary to  see an
idea    through    to    its    successful    fulfilment    and
realisation'."

Professor Martin added that all 24 original proposals
from Monash were of an exceptionally high standard.

"Inevitably one feels a keen sense of disappointment

for our colleagues who were not successful," he said. "I
know that the committee's final short list of 30 included
two other Monash proposals besides that of the Centre
of Policy Studies."

In just over two years,  the Centre of Policy Studies
has produced more than 30 papers on varying topics and
has conducted a number of seminars on topics ranging
from energy pricing to taxation.

Its   expanded   research   program   will   be   directed
towards five areas:
•Resources, energy, trade and capital markets.
•Theoretical  and  applied  work  on  the  economics  of
information,     including    the    economics     of
communication systems and of education.
•Alternative    models    of    federal,    state    and    local

government behaviour.
•Economics of labour markets, particularly centralised
and decentralised wage decision-making.
•Economics of health.

Professor  Porter  said:  "To  date,  our  funding  has
been   restricted   to   topics   which   have   been   readily
fundable,  typically on a short-term basis.

"These    topics    have    included    energy    pricing,

education policy, the financial system and the impact of
the mineral sector on the Australian economy.

"The longer term support which the Centre has now

achieved  will  enable  our  group  to  maintain  research
staff  of  international  standing  -  a  policy  we  have
always followed when we have had funds available."

The committee which made recommendations on the
Centres was chaired by Mr S.B. Myer, chairman of the
Myer Emporium Ltd. Other members were Mr R.D.G.
Agnew, a Perth businessman; Mr J.J. Carlton, MP; and
Professor D.N.F. Dunbar, chairman of the Universities
Coujicil   of  the   Commonwealth   Tertiary   Education
Commission.

In  its  approach  to  selection  the  committee  decided
that funding should go to "creating new centres around
existing individuals or nuclei of research activity. rather
than nominating particular areas of desirable research
and trying to attract researchers into these fields."

The  concept  of  research  centres  of  excellence  was
floated by the former Universities Commission and has
been    supported    by    the    Australian    Science    and
Technology   Council,    the   Williams    Committee   of
Inquiry into Education and Training and other expert
bodies.   Establishment   of   such   a   program   was   a
Government election promise in  1980.

More than half of the Special Research Centres are in
the  biological  and  medical  sciences,  an  area  in  which
"Australian scientific activity is very strong,'', says Mr

Fife.
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Other than the Monash one, the principal researchers,
the  host  institutions,  the  titles  of  the  Centres  to  be
funded,  and the amounts involved,  are as follows:
Professor    Antony    Basten,    University    of    Sydney,
Clinical lmmunology Research Centre,  Sl.7m.
Dr   Maxwell   R.   Bennett,   University   of  Sydney,   the
Neurobiology Laboratory,  S I.9m.
Professor    William    H.    Elliott    in    association    with
Professor George E. Rogers, Dr Robert H. Symons and
Dr  Julian  R.E.  Wells,  University  of Adelaide,  Centre
for Gene Technology $1.6m.
Professor  Peter  W.   Gage,  University  of  New  South
Wales,  Nerve-Muscle Research Centre, Sl.4m.
Professor    Jorg    Imberger,    University    of    Western
Australia,  Centre  for  Environmental  Fluid  Dynamics,
Sl .6m.

Professor R.  Bruce Knox with Dr Adrieniie E.  Clarke,
University  of Melbourne,  Plant  Cell Biology  Research
Centre,  $1.7m.

Professor Ian F.C. MCKenzie, University of Melbourne,
Research   Centre   for   Cancer   and   Transplantation,
Sl .7m.

Dr Grahame A. Rigby, University of New South Wales,
in   association   with   Dr   James   S.   Williams,   Royal
Melbourne Institute of Technology,  and Dr Martin A.
Green,    University    of    New    South    Wales,    Joint
Microelectronics Research Centre,  $2m.
Professor    Neil    S.    Trudinger,    Australian   National
University,  Centre for Mathematical Analysis,  Sl.2m.

NEW VISUAL ARTS PROFESSOR
Ms    Mary    Margaret    Plant    has    been    appointed

professor of Visual Arts at Monash.
Ms  Plant,   who  has  been  a  senior  lecturer  in  the

department of Fine Arts at the University of Melbourne
since    1974,    takes    the    chair    left    vacant    by    the
appointment of Patrick Mccaughey as Director of the
National Gallery of Victoria.

Ms Plant holds Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts
degrees   -   both   with   first   class   honours   -   from
Melbourne University.  She currently lectures in Italian
Renaissance art and modern European,  American and
Australian art.  Her research interests include the work
of Paul Klee,  and  also  14th century frescoes produced
outside Florence.

Among    her    publications    are    the    books
"Impressionists    and    Post    Impressionists",    "The

National  Gallery  of  Victoria:  Painting,  Drawing  and
Sculpture''  (with  Ursula  Ho ff),  "John  Perceval"  and
"Paul Klee:  Figures and Faces".

Ms  Plant  has  studied  at  the  Paul  Klee-Stiftung  in
Bern,  Switzerland  and  lectured  in  RMIT's  School  of
Art.  From  1975-78  she was chairman of the Fine Arts
department at Melbourne. She is expected to take up her
Monash appointment in June.

AWARDS FOR MONASH STAFF
Honoured in the New Year's list (and just a little bit

later in Sound) were two members of staff .
In the Federal awards, Associate Professor Lawrence

Mccredie  received  a  CBE  for  service  to  the  disabled.
Associate Professor Mccredie served as chairman of the
national  committee  of  non-government  organisations
for the International Year of Disabled Persons.

In  the  Victorian  list,  Professor  Carl  Wood,  of  the
department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology based at the
Queen Victoria Medical  Centre and best known as the
head of the world's most successful in vitro fertilisation
team,  received a CBE for service to medicine.

Also  honoured  was  a  former  member  of  Council,
John  Gardiner  Wilson.  He  was  awarded  the  Knights
Bachelor.

FAREWELL TO VAL
Mrs Val George will retire from Monash on Friday,

February 19 after 18 years at the University. To give her
many  friends  an  opportunity to say goodbye and wish
her  well  she  will  be  "at  home"  in  the  East  Meeting
Room from 4 to 5 p.in.  on the  19th.

If   you    would    like    to    take    advantage    of   this
opportunity it would be` appreciated if you could let the
Vice-Chancellor's  Secretary,  Mrs  Betty  Bradly,  know
(ext   2000).   She   will   also   accept   contributions   to   a
farewell gift.

POSITIONS VACANT
New positions available,  not previously listed in Sound:

ACADEMIC
CENTRE FOR HUMAN BIOETHICS

Research Assistant/Research Officer

EDUCATION
Research Assistant

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Research Staff

MEDICINE
Biochemistry  -  Research  Assistant;  Psychological  Medicine  -
Clinical Psychologist

SCIENCE
Psychology  -  Research  Assistant  -  Experimental  Psychology;
Computer Science - Continuing Lecturer

GENERAL
ENGINEERING

Chemical Engineering - Chemical Engineer; Civil Engineering -
Typist,  adult;  Electrical Engineering - Technical Assistant (p/t),
Technical Officer 8

MEDICINE
Surgery, Alfred Hospital - Programming Assistant (p/t)

SCIENCE
Chemistry  -  Technical  Assistant  (adult)  full-time  during  term
only; Earth Sciences - Secretary, p/t

UNION
Shop Assistant,  Jun.  (The Pantry);  Typist/Clerk

HALLS OF RESIDENCE
Kitchen Man

Copies of relevant advertisements can be sighted on application to
Room  101,  First Floor,  University Offices Annexe.

Telephone inquiries about academic positions should be directed to
extension 2047,  clerical positions  to  2038,  and technical positions  to
2055.

All applications miist carry a job reference number obtainable from
Staff Branch.

Authorised by K.W. Bennetts, Information Officer
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